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The Asian Sea Trading Network 
• The 16th c. Asian Sea Trading Network stretched from the 

Middle East and Africa to East Asia, and was divided into 

three major zones: 

• Arab Zone: glass, carpets, tapestries, horses, slaves, gold, ivory, 

forest products, animal hides 

• Indian Zone: cotton textiles, gems, elephants, salt, cinnamon 

• Chinese Zone: spices, silver, paper, porcelain, silk, tea 

• Most trading was done along safe coastal routes. 

• Major intersections (choke points): openings of Red Sea, Persian 

Gulf, Straits of Malacca 

• Europeans initially attempted to dominate for two reasons:  

• No central control 

• Trading was largely peaceful so military force was usually 

absent 





The Portuguese Trading Empire 

•Portuguese took what they could not get 
through fair trade by force. 

•Found their goods were largely undesired 
by Asians; make up for trade deficits with 
gold and silver 

•Win supremacy on African and Indian 
coasts with armed ships 

•1507-1511: Portuguese built fortresses 
on a number of strategic points on the 
Asian trade network. 

•Ormuz; Goa; Malacca  

•The aim was to establish Portuguese 
control over key Asian spices. 

•Ultimately, Asian and Muslim networks 
are so strong that Europeans realize they 
have to participate in the existing trade 
system, rather than change it. 



The Rise of the  

Dutch and English Trading Empires 
•Portuguese did not have the soldiers or ships to 

maintain monopolies indefinitely. 

•Many traders ended up trading independently. 

•Rampant corruption among traders 

•The Dutch and British challenged the weakened 

Portuguese trading empire in the 17th century.  

•Dutch and British had developed faster, more 

powerful ships 

•Dutch focus on Spice Islands; British focus on 

India and China 

•1620: The Dutch overtook Malacca and built port 

of Batavia on island of Java.  

•Put energy into controlling spices (hence, 

these islands are called Spice Islands) 

•Dutch used peaceful means to enter the 

Asian market.  

•Mostly control coffee trade 



European Tribute Systems in Asia 
•Europeans could control much of the sea trade networks and 
coasts, but not inland territories. 

•Asian communities had huge populations, and well-established rulers 

•Asian armies were able to resist Europeans, despite the Europeans’ 
technological advantages, because of the vast numbers of soldiers.  

•Thus, Europeans often had to accept the power of Asian rulers in 
order to receive permission to trade. 

•Europeans established tribute regimes, much like the Spanish 
imposed on Native Americans in the Americas. 

•Indigenous peoples lived under their own rulers, but paid tribute in 
products as they worked in coerced labor systems 



Missionary Efforts  

in South and Southeast Asia 
•Catholic Portuguese and Spanish tried to 

convert parts of Asia  mostly unsuccessful. 

•Franciscan, Dominican, Jesuit groups 

•India was most promising for Catholic 

conversion. 

•1660s: Jesuit Robert Di Nobili studied 

Sanskrit, dressed like an Indian to aide 

conversion 

•Initially converted low-caste Indians 

•Ultimately, high-caste groups refused to give 

up traditional beliefs and position 

•Conversion occurred rarely (Philippines are only 

Christian nation in Asia today; 86% Catholic) 

•Traditional beliefs maintained and blended. 



QUICK REVIEW QUESTION 
1) What are the three sections of the Asian 

Sea Trading Network? 

2) What are the three European nations who 

involve themselves in Asian Sea Trade? 

3) Where are Catholic conversion efforts 

successful in Asia? Why? 



Ming China (1368-1644) 

•Ming Dynasty was founded by Ju 

Yuanzhang, a military commander 

of peasant origins.  

•Alternated between begging and 

living in a monastery to survive.  

•1340’s: Ju left the monastery to join 

a rebellion against the Mongols.  

•Given small armies to run 

•His armies overthrew the Mongols 

and took back most of China.  

•1368: Ju declared himself 

Hongwu Emperor; returned China 

to Chinese imperial traditions. 

•Removed all Mongol influences. 



Another Scholar-Gentry Revival 

•Hongwu realized the scholar-gentry 

system was necessary to revive Chinese 

civilization. 

•Confucian-based examination system was 

reinstated after Mongols, and made more 

complex.  

•Exams took several days to complete 

•Those who passed were eligible to 

take more exams, given every three 

years. 

•Test takers competed for degrees and 

then for positions in the bureaucracy.  

•Women still could not take the exam. 

•Imperial academies and regional 

colleges restored. 



Hongwu’s Political Reforms 

• Neo-Confucians increased their influence, 

supporting obedience to the state. 

• Hongwu sought to limit influence of 

administrators. 

• Abolished the position of chief minister.  

• Documents that were a threat were 

censored, as sanctioned by Hongwu 

• Public beatings were given to those 

bureaucrats found guilty of corruption or 

incompetence.  

• Hongwu declared that the emperor’s wives 

should only come from humble family origins 

and limited number of eunuchs. 

• Potential rivals were exiled to estates in the 

provinces 



Neo-Confucian Social Dominance 
• Hongwu introduced measures that 

would improve life for peasants.  

• Public works; opening of new lands; 
lowering forced labor demands; promote 
handicraft industries 

• Rural landlords allied themselves with 
bureaucrats; peasants often became 
tenants of landlords. 

• Growing gap between the wealthy and 
the poor.  

• Women continued to be subordinate to 
men. 

• Social status of elite women: try to 
manipulate power through husbands 
and sons 

• Social status of non-elite women: grim, 
needed to bear sons. 



QUICK REVIEW QUESTION 
1) Describe the scholar-gentry in the Ming 

Dynasty. 

2) What were some of Hongwu’s political 

reforms? 

3) Describe gender and social issues in Ming 

China. 



An Age of Growth: Agriculture, 

Population, Commerce 
•Population increased during the Ming dynasty 
and commercialization expanded.  

•New crops were introduced from New World (corn, 
sweet potatoes, peanuts). 

•Crops also introduced from Southeast Asia (ex: 
champa rice  grew in half of growing season; 
large harvest; easy to grow) 

•Population: 14th century: 80 million, 1600: 120 
million; 1800: 300 million 

•China had industries that were in high demand 
(silk, tea, fine ceramics), and terms of trade 
were in China’s favor. 

•Merchants reaped huge profits. 

•Zheng He’s expeditions brought Chinese goods 
across Indian Ocean (1405-1433) 

•China demands silver; silver dramatically 
increases. 

•Fine arts flourished: painters; literature 
(availability of books with woodblock printing) 

Ming China crop importation is 

key to huge population growth 



Arrival of the Europeans  
•Ancient idea of “Middle Kingdom” (China is pure but 

surrounded by barbarians) prevailed 

•Foreign rulers were expected to kowtow (bow to 

recognize prominence of Chinese court) 

•Policy of Isolation and Neo-Confucians 

•1390: First imperial edict issued to limit Chinese 

overseas commerce 

•1433: end of Zheng He’s expeditions and navy 

declines 

•Europeans drawn to what they think is a weakened 

China 

•16th c.: Jesuit missionaries, Matteo Ricci and Adam 

Schall, targeted emperors and chief advisors using 

scientific knowledge and technical skills to convert the 

elite.  

•Gained few converts; considered barbarians and 

threats 

•Franciscans and Dominicans tried to convert masses. 



Ming Decline 

•By late 1500s, Ming dynasty was in 
decline. 

•Mediocre and incompetent rulers  

•Inferior and corrupt bureaucrats 

•Failing public works projects that caused 
starvation and rebellions amongst 
peasants 

•Peasants abused by landlords 

•Ends in 1644 when northern nomads 
(Manchus) invade 

•Last Ming emperor, Chongzhen, hangs 
himself 

•Leader of Manchus, Nurhaci, 
established Qing Dynasty 



QUICK REVIEW QUESTION 
1) What effects does the Columbian 

Exchange have on Ming China? 

2) Describe the decline of the Ming Dynasty. 



Japan’s Reunification 

•By the 16th century, after recurring civil war in 

the decline of the Ashikaga Shogunate, Japan 

needed to restore unity. 

•1573: Nobunaga, a daimyo, ends the Ashikaga 

Shogunate through extensive use of firearms. 

•1580: Nobunaga unified much of central Honshu 

and drove armies against the western daimyo.  

•1582: Killed before completion of conquests 

•Toyotomi Hideyoshi, Nobunaga’s general, 

continued Nobunaga’s military campaign and 

rules Japan by 1590. 

•Hideyoshi launched unsuccessful attacks on 

Korea (1592, 1597). 

•Dies 1598; struggle for succession ensues 



Reunification of Japan  

by Nobunaga and Hideyoshi 



Tokugawa Shogunate (1603-1868) 

•Tokugawa Ieyasu wins the contest for succession 

after Hideyoshi’s death. 

•1603: Emperor appoints him shogun & Tokugawa 

Shogunate is created 

•Ieyasu did not continue Hideyoshi’s military 

campaigns outside of Japan, but instead focused 

on consolidating power at home.  

•Reorganized remaining daimyos 

•Most of land in central Honshu was now under 

the control of the Tokugawa family rather than 

under daimyo control. 

•Ruled from Edo (today,Tokyo) 

•Tokugawas’ victory put an end to civil wars and 

brought political unity and centralization to Japan.  



Tokugawa Shogunate, cont. 

•Policy of “alternate attendance” 

•Daimyos required to spend every other year at 

the Tokugawa court 

•Ensures monitoring of daimyos, and weakens 

daimyo control over their own community 

•Decrease of fighting 

•Increased food production and importing led 

to rise in population 

•Continued influence of Confucianism 

•High literacy rates (novels and wood-block 

printing press) 

•Kabuki theater became popular, especially 

among upper classes 



Japan and the European Challenge 
•European traders began visiting the islands in increasing numbers 

since 1543 when the Portuguese were shipwrecked on the Japanese 

coast. 

•European traders and missionaries brought firearms, printing presses and 

other western devices (clocks); trade for Japanese silver, copper, art. 

•Firearms will dramatically affect Japanese warfare; feudal  modern 

•Roman Catholic missionaries arrived and try to convert the Japanese 

to Roman Catholicism.   

•By 1580s: thousands of Catholic converts 

•At first, Catholics are protected from Buddhists by Nobunaga. 

•Christianity is ultimately viewed by the Tokugawas as a threat to their 

authority; Christian missionaries ordered to leave 



Japan’s Self-Imposed Isolation 
•Japan was worried about European conquest 

measures to restrict foreign activities in Japan were 

created. 

•1590s: Hideyoshi ordered Christian missionaries to 

leave Japan; Japanese Christians persecuted. 

•1614: Christianity was banned by Ieyasu. 

•1616: Foreign traders were confined to a few cities.  

•1630: All Japanese ships forbidden to trade or sail 

overseas.  

•1640: Deshima was the only island where trade 

could occur 

•Only Dutch and Chinese could trade here 

•Mid 17th c.- Japan’s isolation was almost totally 

complete 

•Western books banned 

•18th century - School of National Learning established 

based upon indigenous culture 

•Revival of Neo-Confucian philosophy, which was 

now embraced 



QUICK REVIEW QUESTION 
1) How does the Tokugawa Shogunate take 

control over the Japanese mainland? 

2) In what ways does Japan interact with 

Europeans? 

3) What steps does Japan take to isolate 

themselves, just as China had done? 


